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in the baby day out movie, while the mother and the babysitter are sitting in the car, a man approaches and the babysitter tells him that the mother is at the hospital. the man says, "it is alright," and walks away. the babysitter tells her, "the man must be a relative of hers."
mantegna seems a little worried, and the babysitter says, "you seem tense." mantegna replies, "i am tense. you know why?" the babysitter says, "well, i don't know why. i guess you have done something stupid. tell me, what have you done?" mantegna says, "i shot jigga." the
babysitter says, "what?" as with many of bollywood's most beloved films, the story of baby begins with an innocent kiss. the film is a remake of the 1950s hindi film awara, which is based on the story of the same name by m.g. vassanji. in the original version, the young couple,
identified only as vasant and upasana, fall in love, and it is only when vasant receives a telegram from his family informing him of his mother's impending divorce that he breaks up with upasana. in the remake, the young couple, identified only as rahul and suman, fall in love,
and it is only when suman receives a telegram from her family informing her of her parents' impending divorce that she breaks up with rahul. bollywood director pankaj kapoor, who directed the remake, chose to follow the original's story closely, and the only significant change
was the name of the protagonists. the sikh religion, which was founded in the late 15th century by guru nanak, combines elements of hinduism and islam, the two major religions of india. the religion is centered on the indian state of punjab in northern india, where sikhs
comprise a majority and speak punjabi. in the 1970s, agricultural advances made punjab one of indias most prosperous states, and sikh leaders began calling for greater autonomy from the central government. this movement was largely peaceful until 1982, when the sikh
fundamentalist jarnail singh bhindranwale and his followers launched a separatist campaign in punjab.
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#simon says, greetings everybody, hope you all are doing fine. i have just watched babys day out from youtube and i was amazed to see the type of punjabi culture depicted in the movie. if babys day out is indeed made in mollywood, then i think we can say that the punjabi
cinema is getting a boost in the international arena. aamir khan starrer, dilwale dulhania le jayenge, released in 1995, is one of the most popular romantic movies of all time. an article that appeared in a british newspaper suggested that the makers of the movie wanted to

portray the cultural, religious and socio-political scenario of india in an international context. the makers of the movie had travelled all over europe and the united states to gather ideas and inspirations for the movie. the article further said that the film was initially going to be
made in hindi and later in tamil. but in the end, it was made in hindi. he did a lot of dubbing and found out that the project was a comedy. at that time i was working with bombay six and my company had a dispute with the producers of babys day out. i told them that i would do
the voice work and dub it in english. i even said that if the punjabi version bombed, i would take a music break. they agreed. in the end,i was cast as the voice of jai courtney for the fox studio. it’s okay but it’s not as good as the original. the punjabi version is not as good. it’s not

as good, and the production values are not as good. the dubbing is not as good, says grewal. i recorded the punjabi version in bombay, and the audio engineer recorded me in the right pitch. but in hollywood,the recording was done in la, so it’s not the same. 5ec8ef588b
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